STOP EPILEPSY!
IT'S A NO-BRAINER™ MOUSE PAD

purple mouse pad

Read More
SKU: mp100
Price: $2.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Uncategorized
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, mouse pad
ACCESSORIES

STOP EPILEPSY!
IT’S A NO-BRAINER™ MOUSE PAD
purple mouse pad
Read More
SKU: mp100
Price: $2.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Uncategorized
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, mouse pad

SILVER HEART PURPLE RIBBON KEY CHAIN
Read More
SKU: 07883
Price: $5.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: heart, keychain, pendant, Purple Ribbon, silver

SAVE 25% SOCKS AND WRISTBAND COMBO DEAL
Read More
SKU: CD001
Price: $8.18
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Special Combo Deals
Tags: Socks, workout

SAVE 20% EPILEPSY AWARENESS HAT & SUNGLASSES
Read More
SKU: AW005
Price: $11.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel

PURPLE SUPER HERO CAPE
Read More
SKU: K001
Price: $7.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Toys

PURPLE SILICONE WRISTBAND
Read More
SKU: WB001
Price: $0.98
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tag: Wristband
Epilepsy Store - Epilepsy Awareness Products

**PURPLE SCARF**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** W002
- **Price:** $11.95
- **Categories:** Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
- **Tags:** Epilepsy Awareness, Purple e Ribbon, Scarf

**PURPLE RIBBON SILICONE KEY CHAIN**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** R013
- **Price:** $1.95
- **Categories:** Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness

**PURPLE RIBBON LAPEL PIN**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** R009
- **Price:** $2.95
- **Categories:** Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
- **Tags:** pin, Purple Ribbon, Wearable

**PURPLE RIBBON HAIR CLIP**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** R053
- **Price:** $2.95
- **Categories:** Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
- **Tags:** Hair Clip, Purple Ribbon

**PURPLE RIBBON "EPILEPSY AWARENESS" HEART EARRINGS**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** PRER 301
- **Price:** $8.95
- **Categories:** Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness

**PURPLE CLOTH FACE COVERING**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** FM001
- **Price:** $3.50
- **Categories:** Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
- **Tags:** face covering, face mask, facemask
PANDORA / BRIGHTON STYLE CHARM

SKU: E003
Price: $2.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness

NEW ITEM - EPILEPSY AWARENESS KEY CHAIN

Purple ribbon epilepsy awareness key chain

SKU: PRKC001
Price: $5.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured

LICENSE PLATE FRAME AND MAGNET COMBO

SKU: E010
Price: $6.75
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness

FUN PURPLE TUTU

SKU: AW002
Price: $3.95 – $4.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Purple, Tutu

EPILEPSY AWARENESS WATCH

SKU: E019
Price: $5.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: gold, Purple e Ribbon, silver, watch
PURPLE RIBBON HEART CHARM NECKLACE AND EARRING COMBO PACK

Epilepsy Awareness Heart Shaped Purple Ribbon Combo Pack

Read More
SKU: CBP301
Price: $19.90 $14.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals
Tags: combo pack, deal, earrings, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Necklace, specials

EPILEPSY AWARENESS PURPLE KNIT BEANIE, SCARF AND GLOVES COMBO!

Read More
SKU: W001
Price: $19.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Gloves, Hat, Scarf

EPILEPSY AWARENESS LANYARD

Read More
SKU: AW012
Price: $3.50
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Lanyard, Wearable

EPILEPSY AWARENESS "STOP SEIZURES" LICENSE PLATE FRAME

Read More
SKU: AW009
Price: $9.95 $5.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, license plate
**ADJUSTABLE PURPLE RIBBON CORD BRACELET**

Adjustable Purple Ribbon Cord Bracelet

*Read More*

**SKU:** BA PR - 100  
**Price:** $3.95  
**Categories:** Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry  
**Tags:** Bracelet, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Ribbon

---

**'PURPLE E RIBBON' SUNGLASSES**

*Read More*

**SKU:** 090009  
**Price:** $4.95  
**Categories:** Accessory, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness  
**Tag:** Sunglasses
APPAREL

**SILVER HEART PURPLE RIBBON KEY CHAIN**

- Read More
- SKU: 07883
- Price: $5.95
- Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
- Tags: heart, keychain, pendant, Purple Ribbon, silver

**SAVE 25% SOCKS AND WRISTBAND COMBO DEAL**

- Read More
- SKU: CD001
- Price: $8.18
- Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Special Combo Deals
- Tags: Socks, workout

**SAVE 20% EPILEPSY AWARENESS HAT & SUNGLASSES**

- Read More
- SKU: AW005
- Price: $11.95
- Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Special Combo Deals
- Tags: Hat, Sunglasses

**PURPLE SUPER HERO CAPE**

- Read More
- SKU: K001
- Price: $7.95
- Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Toys
- Tag: Epilepsy Awareness

**PURPLE SCARF**

- Read More
- SKU: W002
- Price: $11.95
- Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
- Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Purple e Ribbon, Scarf

**PURPLE RIBBON WRISTBANDS**

- Read More
- SKU: N/A
- Price: $2.95
- Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
- Tag: Wrist Band
**PURPLE RIBBON PRINT SHOE LACES (2 PAIRS)**

Show your support for epilepsy all year long! The PERFECT Accessory for Awareness Walks!

Read More
SKU: R012
Price: $3.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Purple Ribbon, Wearable

**PURPLE RIBBON LAPEL PIN**

Check out these unique Purple Ribbon socks!

Rock the walk with this pair of socks!

Read More
SKU: AW003
Price: $5.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Epilepsy, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Ribbon, Socks

**PURPLE RIBBON HAIR CLIP**

Read More
SKU: R053
Price: $2.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Hair Clip, Purple Ribbon

**PURPLE RIBBON CAMOUFLAGE PAINTERS CAP**

Read More
SKU: PPC001
Price: $4.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
Tags: awareness, cap, Hat, Purple Ribbon

**PURPLE RIBBON ANGEL PIN**

Read More
SKU: C050
Price: $4.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
PURPLE DAY® T-SHIRT
Read More
SKU: AK002
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day®
Tags: Anita Kaufmann Foundation, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day

PURPLE DAY® HAT
Read More
SKU: AK003
Price: $17.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day®
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Hats, Purple Day, Wearable

PURPLE DAY® EVERY DAY T-SHIRT
Read More
SKU: AK001
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Purple Day®
Tags: Anita Kaufmann Foundation, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day
**PURPLE CLOTH FACE COVERING**

Read More

SKU: FM001
Price: $3.50
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
Tags: face covering, face mask, facemask

---

**PURPLE AWARENESS RIBBON WHITE CAP**

Read More

SKU: WC001
Price: $4.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: baseball cap, cap, Hat

---

**PANDORA / BRIGHTON STYLE CHARMS**

Read More

SKU: E003
Price: $2.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness

---

**MULTI-FUNCTIONAL BANDANA - WATCH THE VIDEO TO BELIEVE IT!**

Read More

SKU: AW001
Price: $2.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tag: Purple Ribbon

---

**LAVENDER AND PURPLE RIBBON SOCKS**

Purple Awareness Ribbon Purple Socks

Read More

SKU: SOC002
Price: $2.95
Category: Apparel
Tags: epilepsy awareness socks, purple socks, Socks

---

**FUN PURPLE TUTU**

Read More

SKU: AW002
Price: $3.95 – $4.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Purple, Tutu
EPILEPSY AWARENESS WATCH
SKU: E019
Price: $5.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: gold, Purple e Ribbon, silver, watch

EPILEPSY AWARENESS PURPLE KNIT BEANIE, SCARF AND GLOVES COMBO!
SKU: W001
Price: $19.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Gloves, Hat, Scarf

EPILEPSY AWARENESS BOWTIE
SKU: M002
Price: $7.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Bow Tie, Mens, Neck Tie, Tie

EPILEPSY AWARENESS 'PURPLE E RIBBON' NECK TIE
SKU: M001
Price: $11.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness

ELEGANT SILVER AWARENESS RIBBON JEWELRY SET
SKU: SNR001
Price: $24.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

AWARENESS DOG TAG
SKU: AW10
Price: $1.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Dog Tag, Purple Ribbon
"HOPE FOR A CURE" EPILEPSY AWARENESS CA

SKU: AW014
Price: $9.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness

'PURPLE E RIBBON' SUNGLASSES

SKU: 090009
Price: $4.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tag: Sunglasses
ASSISTIVE PRODUCTS

DROP SUPPORT

Created out of LOVE for a sister with LGS. This device gives someone more freedom with security as it takes the fear out of falling and injury.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price:
Categories: Assistive Products, Epilepsy Awareness
Tag: Drop Attach Aid
CREATED BY PERSON WITH EPILEPSY

HANDMADE LEATHER EPILEPSY AWARENESS NECKLACE

Read More
SKU: E051
Price: $11.95 $7.95
Categories: Created by Person with Epilepsy, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
EDUCATIONAL

SHAKEN BABY EDUCATIONAL DVD

Read More
SKU: v-002
Price: $5.99
Categories: Educational, Epilepsy Awareness
Tag: Educational Materials

PURPLE DAY® PEN SCROLL

Read More
SKU: AK004
Price: $1.95
Categories: Educational, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day®
Tags: Anita Kaufmann Foundation, Pen, Purple Day

"ANYONE WITH A BRAIN CAN HAVE A SEIZURE."® BUTTON

Read More
SKU: AK005
Price: $0.95
Categories: Educational, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Epilepsy Awareness Button, Purple Day
EPILEPSY AWARENESS

WE'RE IN THIS TOGETHER PURPLE RIBBON CHARM NECKLACE

Read More
SKU: Together01
Price: $7.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: Charm, charm necklace, Epilepsy Awareness, Necklace

UNIQUE EPILEPSY AWARENESS CHARM LEATHER CORD BRACELET

Read More
SKU: B101
Price: $9.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: Bracelet, charm bracelet, epilepsy awareness bracelet

STRETCHY PURPLE RIBBON BRACELET

Read More
SKU: B009
Price: $3.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
**STOP EPILEPSY!**

**IT'S A NO-BRAINER™ MOUSE PAD**

purple mouse pad

- Read More
- SKU: mp100
- Price: $2.95
- Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Uncategorized
- Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, mouse pad

---

**SILVER RIBBON RETRACTABLE BRACELET**

- Read More
- SKU: SRB008
- Price: $9.95
- Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

---

**SILVER HEART PURPLE RIBBON KEY CHAIN**

- Read More
- SKU: 07883
- Price: $5.95
- Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
- Tags: heart, keychain, pendant, Purple Ribbon, silver

---

**SHAKEN BABY EDUCATIONAL DVD**

- Read More
- SKU: v-002
- Price: $5.99
- Categories: Educational, Epilepsy Awareness
- Tag: Educational Materials

---

**SAVE WITH WHEN YOU BUY THE CHARM COMBO SET**

- Read More
- SKU: N/A
- Price: $4.75, $2.95
- Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals
- Tags: Charm, jewelry

---

**SAVE 25% SOCKS AND WRISTBAND COMBO DEAL**

- Read More
- SKU: CD001
- Price: $8.18
- Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Special Combo Deals
- Tags: Socks, workout
SAVE 20% EPILEPSY AWARENESS HAT & SUNGLASSES

Read More
SKU: AW005
Price: $11.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Special Combo Deals
Tags: Hat, Sunglasses

SAVE 20% "E" LOGO EARRINGS AND NECKLACE!

Read More
SKU: E001
Price: $11.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals

RETRACTABLE CHARM BRACELET

Read More
SKU: B004
Price: $9.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: Bracelet, Charm, Epilepsy Awareness, heart, jewelery, Purple Ribbon, silver

RETRACTABLE BRACELET WITH PURPLE RIBBON CHARM

Read More
SKU: B005
Price: $14.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

PURPLE"E" RIBBON EARRINGS

Read More
SKU: E002
Price: $6.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

PURPLE SUPER HERO CAPE

Read More
SKU: K001
Price: $7.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Toys
Tag: Epilepsy Awareness
**PURPLE SILICONE WRISTBAND**

**Read More**  
SKU: W001  
Price: $0.98  
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry  
Tag: Wristband

**PURPLE SCARF**

**Read More**  
SKU: W002  
Price: $11.95  
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness  
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Ribbon, Scarf

**PURPLE RIBBON WRISTBANDS**

**Read More**  
SKU: N/A  
Price: $2.95  
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness  
Tag: Wrist Band

**PURPLE RIBBON SILICONE KEY CHAIN**

**Read More**  
SKU: R013  
Price: $1.95  
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness

**PURPLE RIBBON PRINT SHOE LACES (2 PAIRS)**

Show your support for epilepsy all year long! The PERFECT Accessory for Awareness Walks!  
**Read More**  
SKU: R012  
Price: $3.95  
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness

**PURPLE RIBBON LAPEL PIN**

**Read More**  
SKU: R009  
Price: $2.95  
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry  
Tags: pin, Purple Ribbon, Wearable
**PURPLE RIBBON HIGH TOP SOCKS**

Check out these unique Purple Ribbon socks! Rock the walk with this pair of socks!

Read More
SKU: AW003
Price: $5.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Epilepsy, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Ribbon, Socks

**PURPLE RIBBON HAIR CLIP**

Read More
SKU: R053
Price: $2.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Hair Clip, Purple Ribbon

**PURPLE RIBBON CAMOUFLAGE PAINTERS CAP**

Read More
SKU: PPC001
Price: $4.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
Tags: awareness, cap, Hat, Purple Ribbon

**PURPLE RIBBON AWARENESS HEART CHARM NECKLACE**

Purpole Ribbon Epilepsy Heart Shaped Necklace

Read More
SKU: PRN 301
Price: $8.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
Tags: charm necklace, Featured, Jewelry, Purple Ribbon

**PURPLE RIBBON ANGEL PIN**

Read More
SKU: C050
Price: $4.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

**PURPLE RIBBON "EPILEPSY AWARENESS" HEART EARRINGS**

Epilepsy Awareness Purple Ribbon Earrings

Read More
SKU: PRER 301
Price: $8.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
Tags: earrings, Featured, Jewelry, Purple Ribbon
**PURPLE DAY® T-SHIRT**

Read More  
SKU: AK002  
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day®  
Tags: Anita Kaufmann Foundation, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day

**PURPLE DAY® PEN SCROLL**

Read More  
SKU: AK004  
Price: $1.95  
Categories: Educational, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day®  
Tags: Anita Kaufmann Foundation, Pen, Purple Day

**PURPLE DAY® HAT**

Read More  
SKU: AK003  
Price: $17.95  
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day®  
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Hats, Purple Day, Wearable

**PURPLE DAY® EVERY DAY T-SHIRT**

Read More  
SKU: AK001

**PURPLE CLOTH FACE COVERING**

Read More  
SKU: FM001  
Price: $3.50  
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured  
Tags: face covering, face mask, facemask

**PURPLE AWARENESS RIBBON WHITE CAP**

Read More  
SKU: WC001  
Price: $4.95  
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness  
Tags: baseball cap, cap, Hat
**PURPLE AND SILVER ROPE “EPILEPSY AWARENESS” CHARM AND PURPLE RIBBON BRACELET**

Price: $10.99 - $17.99
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Purple Day®
Tags: Anita Kaufmann Foundation, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day

**PURPLE "E" RIBBON NECKLACE**

Price: $7.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

**PANDORA / BRIGHTON STYLE CHARM**

Price: $2.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
NEW! PURPLE CRYSTAL RIBBON HEART SHAPED EARRINGS AND CHARM COMBO

Read More
SKU: CBP101
Price: $8.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
Tags: earrings, Jewelry

NEW ITEM - PURPLE RIBBON CRYSTAL HEART SHAPED HANGING EARRINGS

Read More
SKU: ER100
Price: $5.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tag: earrings

NEW ITEM - EPILEPSY AWARENESS KEY CHAIN

Purple ribbon epilepsy awareness key chain

Read More
SKU: PRKC001
Price: $5.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL BANDANA - WATCH THE VIDEO TO BELIEVE IT!

Read More
SKU: AW001
Price: $2.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tag: Purple Ribbon

MEET “EPILEPSY” OUR PURPLE ‘EPILEPSY STINKS’ SKUNK PLUSH

Read More
SKU: T001
Price: $8.95 $7.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Toys
Tags: Epilepsy, Plush, Seizure Monster, Toy

LICENSE PLATE FRAME AND MAGNET COMBO

Read More
SKU: E010
Price: $6.75
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness
KOOZIE (3 PACK)

Read More
SKU: AW008
Price: $3.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen
Tags: Cooler, Coozie, Cuzie, Drink Koozie, Epilepsy Awareness, Koozie

HOPE STRENGTH COURAGE EPILEPSY AWARENESS BRACELET

Read More
SKU: B003
Price: $11.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: Courage, Epilepsy Awareness, Hope, jewelry, Purple Ribbon, Strength

HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS

Read More
SKU: AWEX1
Price: $14.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen

HEART CHARM WITH WITH PURPLE RIBBON

Read More
SKU: C002
Price: $3.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

HANDMADE LEATHER EPILEPSY AWARENESS NECKLACE

Read More
SKU: E051
Price: $11.95 – $7.95
Categories: Created by Person with Epilepsy, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

FUN PURPLE TUTU

Read More
SKU: AW002
Price: $3.95 – $4.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Purple, Tutu
EPILEPSY AWARENESS WATCH

Read More
SKU: E019
Price: $5.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: gold, Purple Ribbon, silver, watch

EPILEPSY AWARENESS PURPLE RIBBON HEART CHARM NECKLACE AND EARRING COMBO PACK

Epilepsy Awareness Heart Shaped Purple Ribbon Combo Pack

Read More
SKU: CBP301
Price: $19.90 $14.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals
Tags: combo pack, deal, earrings, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Necklace, specials

EPILEPSY AWARENESS PURPLE KNIT BEANIE, SCARF AND GLOVES COMBO!

Read More
SKU: W001
Price: $19.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Gloves, Hat, Scarf
**EPILEPSY AWARENESS LANYARD**

Read More  
SKU: AW012  
Price: $3.50  
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness  
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Lanyard, Purple e Ribbon, Wearable

**EPILEPSY AWARENESS FLAG**

Read More  
SKU: AWFE001  
Price: $13.95  
Category: Epilepsy Awareness

**EPILEPSY AWARENESS BOWTIE**

Read More  
SKU: M002  
Price: $7.95  
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness  
Tags: Bow Tie, Mens, Neck Tie, Tie

**EPILEPSY AWARENESS "STOP SEIZURES" LICENSE PLATE FRAME**

Read More  
SKU: AW009  
Price: $9.95  
Category: Epilepsy Awareness  
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, license plate

**EPILEPSY AWARENESS 'PURPLE E RIBBON' NECK TIE**

Read More  
SKU: M001  
Price: $11.95  
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness

**ELEGANT SILVER AWARENESS RIBBON JEWELRY SET**

Read More  
SKU: SNR001  
Price: $24.95  
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
DROP SUPPORT

Created out of LOVE for a sister with LGS. This device gives someone more freedom with security as it takes the fear out of falling and injury.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: N/A
Categories: Assistive Products, Epilepsy Awareness
Tag: Drop Attach Aid

COLOR CHANGING MUG - TO REVEAL A MESSAGE

Read More
SKU: AW007
Price: $7.99
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen

BELIEVE PURPLE RIBBON BUTTERFLY COFFEE MUG

Read More
SKU: R010
Price: $7.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen
AWARENESS DOG TAG

Read More
SKU: AW10
Price: $1.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Dog Tag, Purple Ribbon

ADJUSTABLE PURPLE RIBBON CORD BRACELET

Adjustable Purple Ribbon Cord Bracelet

Read More
SKU: BA PR - 100
Price: $3.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
Tags: Bracelet, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Ribbon

"ONE EYED PURPLE SEIZURE EATER" SAYS 'CURE EPILEPSY'

Read More
SKU: T002
Price: $5.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Toys
Tags: Epilepsy, Plush, Seizure Monster, Toy

"HOPE FOR A CURE" EPILEPSY AWARENESS CA

Read More
SKU: AW014
Price: $9.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness

"ANYONE WITH A BRAIN CAN HAVE A SEIZURE."® BUTTON

Read More
SKU: AK005
Price: $0.95
Categories: Educational, Epilepsy Awareness
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Epilepsy Awareness Button, Purple Day

'PURPLE E' EPILEPSY AWARENESS MAGNET

Read More
SKU: E008
Price: $2.49
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen
'PURPLE E RIBBON' SUNGLASSES

Read More
SKU: 090009
Price: $4.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness
Tag: Sunglasses
FEATURED

**PURPLE STEEL EPILEPSY AWARENESS TUMBLER**

Read More
SKU: E007
Price: $14.95
Categories: Featured, Home and Kitchen
Tags: Mug, Purple e Ribbon, Steel, Tumbler

**PURPLE RIBBON CAMOUFLAGE PAINTERS CAP**

Read More
SKU: PPC001
Price: $4.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
Tags: awareness, cap, Hat, Purple Ribbon

**PURPLE RIBBON AWARENESS HEART CHARM NECKLACE**

Purple Ribbon Epilepsy Heart Shaped Necklace
Read More
SKU: PRN 301
Price: $8.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
Tags: charm necklace, Necklace, Purple Ribbon

**PURPLE RIBBON "EPILEPSY AWARENESS" HEART EARRINGS**

Epilepsy Awareness Purple Ribbon Earrings
Read More
SKU: PRER 301
Price: $8.95

**PURPLE DAY® EVERY DAY T-SHIRT**

Read More
SKU: FM001
Price: $3.50
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
Tags: face covering

**PURPLE CLOTH FACE COVERING**

Read More
SKU: FM001
Price: $3.50
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
Tags: face covering
Purple and silver rope "epilepsy awareness" charm and purple ribbon bracelet

Read More
SKU: RopeEA
Price: $7.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
Tags: Bracelet, charm bracelet, epilepsy awareness bracelet

New! Purple crystal ribbon heart shaped earrings and charm combo

Read More
SKU: CBP101
Price: $8.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
Tags: earrings, jewelry

New item - Epilepsy awareness key chain

Read More
SKU: PRKC001
Price: $5.95
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured
**FUN PURPLE TUTU**

Read More  
SKU: AW002  
Price: $3.95 – $4.95  
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured  
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Purple, Tutu

---

**ADJUSTABLE PURPLE RIBBON CORD BRACELET**

Adjustable Purple Ribbon Cord Bracelet  
Read More  
SKU: BA PR - 100  
Price: $3.95  
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry  
Tags: Bracelet, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Ribbon

---

**EPILEPSY AWARENESS PURPLE RIBBON HEART CHARM AND EARRING COMBO PACK**

Epilepsy Awareness Heart Shaped Purple Ribbon Combo Pack  
Read More  
SKU: CBP301  
Price: $19.90 $14.95  
Categories: Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals  
Tags: combo pack, deal, earrings, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Necklace, specials
"ONE EYED PURPLE SEIZURE EATER" SAYS 'CURE EPILEPSY'

Read More
SKU: T002
Price: $5.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Toys
Tags: Epilepsy, Plush, Seizure Monster, Toy
HOME AND KITCHEN

**PURPLE STEEL EPILEPSY AWARENESS TUMBLER**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** E007
- **Price:** $14.95
- **Categories:** Featured, Home and Kitchen
- **Tags:** Mug, Purple eRibbon, Steel, Tumbler

**LIVE - LAUGH - LOVE - PURPLE RIBBON MUG**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** LLL
- **Price:** $5.95
- **Category:** Home and Kitchen
- **Tags:** Coffee Mug, Mug

**KOOZIE (3 PACK)**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** AW008
- **Price:** $3.95
- **Categories:** Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen
- **Tags:** Cooler, Cozie, Drink Koozie, Epilepsy Awareness, Koozie

**HOLIDAY ORNAMENTS**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** AWEX1
- **Price:** $14.95 $9.95
- **Categories:** Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen

**EPILEPSY AWARENESS TUMBLER**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** E005
- **Price:** $5.95
- **Category:** Home and Kitchen

**COLOR CHANGING MUG - TO REVEAL A MESSAGE**
- **Read More**
- **SKU:** AW007
- **Price:** $7.99
- **Categories:** Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen
BELIEVE PURPLE RIBBON BUTTERFLY COFFEE MUG

SKU: R010
Price: $7.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen

PURPLE E' EPILEPSY AWARENESS MAGNET

SKU: E008
Price: $2.49
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Home and Kitchen
JEWELRY

WE'RE IN THIS TOGETHER PURPLE RIBBON CHARM NECKLACE

Read More
SKU: Together01
Price: $7.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: Charm, charm necklace, Epilepsy Awareness, Necklace

STRETCHY PURPLE RIBBON BRACELET

Read More
SKU: B009
Price: $3.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: Bracelet, charm bracelet, epilepsy awareness bracelet

UNIQUE EPILEPSY AWARENESS CHARM LEATHER CORD BRACELET

Read More
SKU: B101
Price: $9.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: Bracelet, charm bracelet, epilepsy awareness bracelet
SILVER RIBBON RETRACTABLE BRACELET

Read More
SKU: SRB008
Price: $9.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

SILVER HEART PURPLE RIBBON KEY CHAIN

Read More
SKU: 07883
Price: $5.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: heart, keychain, pendant, Purple Ribbon, silver

SAVE WITH WHEN YOU BUY THE CHARM COMBO SET

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: $4.75 $2.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals
Tags: Charm, jewelery

SAVE 20% "E" LOGO EARRINGS AND NECKLACE!

Read More
SKU: E001
Price: $11.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals

RETRACTABLE CHARM BRACELET

Read More
SKU: B004
Price: $9.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
Tags: Bracelet, Charm, Epilepsy Awareness, heart, jewelery, Purple Ribbon, silver

RETRACTABLE BRACELET WITH PURPLE RIBBON CHARM

Read More
SKU: B005
Price: $14.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
**PURPLE "E" RIBBON EARRINGS**

- **SKU:** E002
- **Price:** $6.95
- **Categories:** Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
- **Read More**

**PURPLE SILICONE WRISTBAND**

- **SKU:** WB001
- **Price:** $0.98
- **Categories:** Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
- **Tag:** Wristband
- **Read More**

**PURPLE RIBBON LAPEL PIN**

- **SKU:** R009
- **Price:** $2.95
- **Categories:** Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
- **Tags:** pin, Purple Ribbon, Wearable
- **Read More**

**PURPLE RIBBON AWARENESS HEART CHARM NECKLACE**

- **SKU:** PRN 301
- **Price:** $8.95
- **Categories:** Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
- **Tags:** charm necklace, Necklace, Purple Ribbon
- **Read More**

**PURPLE RIBBON ANGEL PIN**

- **SKU:** C050
- **Price:** $4.95
- **Categories:** Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry
- **Read More**

**PURPLE RIBBON "EPILEPSY AWARENESS" HEART EARRINGS**

- **SKU:** PRER 301
- **Price:** $8.95
- **Categories:** Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
- **Tags:** earrings, Jewelry, Purple Ribbon
- **Read More**
**PURPLE HEART CHARM**

Read More
SKU: C001
Price: $3.49
Category: Jewelry

**PURPLE AND SILVER ROPE “EPILEPSY AWARENESS” CHARM AND PURPLE RIBBON BRACELET**

Read More
SKU: RopeEA
Price: $7.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
Tags: Bracelet, charm bracelet, epilepsy awareness bracelet

**PURPLE "E" RIBBON NECKLACE**

Read More
SKU: 0044
Price: $7.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

**PANDORA STYLE PURPLE "E" CHARM BRACELET**

Silver Epilepsy Store Charm Bracelet
Read More

**NEW! PURPLE CRYSTAL RIBBON HEART SHAPED EARRINGS AND CHARM COMBO**

Read More
SKU: CBP101
Price: $8.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry

**NEW ITEM! CHAIN FRIENDSHIP BRACELET WITH HAND BRAIDED PURPLE RIBBON AND AWARENESS CHARM.**

Read More
SKU: FB#101
Price: $5.95
Category: Jewelry
SKU: E004  
Price: $7.95  
Category: Jewelry  
Tags: earrings, Jewelry

NEW ITEM - PURPLE RIBBON CRYSTAL HEART SHAPED HANGING EARRINGS

Read More
SKU: ER100  
Price: $5.95  
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry  
Tag: earrings

SKU: NCEA1  
Price: $7.95  
Category: Jewelry  
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, epilepsy awareness charm, epilepsy ribbon, Necklace

HOPE STRENGTH COURAGE EPILEPSY AWARENESS BRACELET

Read More
SKU: B003  
Price: $11.95  
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry  
Tags: Courage, Epilepsy Awareness, Hope, jewlery, Purple Ribbon, Strength

SKU: C002  
Price: $3.95  
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

HEART CHARM WITH PURPLE RIBBON

Read More
SKU: E051  
Price: $7.95  
Categories: Created by Person with Epilepsy, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

GARDIAN ANGEL PURPLE RIBBON CHARM

Read More
SKU: C-GA  
Price: $4.95  
Category: Jewelry  
Tags: Angel, Charm, Purple Ribbon

HANDMADE LEATHER EPILEPSY AWARENESS NECKLACE

Read More
Epilepsy Store - Epilepsy Awareness Products

**Epilepsy Awareness Products**

**1. Epilepsy Awareness Purple Ribbon Charm Necklace and Earring Combo Pack**
- **SKU:** CBP301
- **Price:** $19.90 $14.95
- **Categories:** Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
- **Tags:** combo pack, earrings, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Necklace, specials

**2. Elegant Silver Awareness Ribbon Jewelry Set**
- **SKU:** SNR001
- **Price:** $24.95
- **Categories:** Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry

**3. Adjustable Purple Ribbon Cord Bracelet**
- **SKU:** BA PR - 100
- **Price:** $3.95
- **Categories:** Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry
- **Tags:** Bracelet, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Ribbon

---

*Read More for more details on each product.*
PURPLE DAY® T-SHIRT

Read More
SKU: AK002
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day®
Tags: Anita Kaufmann Foundation, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day

PURPLE DAY® PEN SCROLL

Read More
SKU: AK004
Price: $1.95
Categories: Educational, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day®
Tags: Anita Kaufmann Foundation, Pen, Purple Day

PURPLE DAY® HAT

Read More
SKU: AK003
Price: $17.95
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day®
Tags: Epilepsy Awareness, Hats, Purple Day, Wearable

PURPLE DAY® EVERY DAY T-SHIRT
SKU: AK001
Price: $10.99 - $17.99
Categories: Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Purple Day®
Tags: Anita Kaufmann Foundation, Epilepsy Awareness, Purple Day
SPECIAL COMBO DEALS

SAVE WITH WHEN YOU BUY THE CHARM COMBO SET

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: $4.75 $2.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals
Tags: Charm, jewlery

SAVE 25% SOCKS AND WRISTBAND COMBO DEAL

Read More
SKU: CD001
Price: $8.18
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Special Combo Deals
Tags: Socks, workout

SAVE 20% EPILEPSY AWARENESS HAT & SUNGLASSES

Read More
SKU: AW005
Price: $11.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Special Combo Deals
Tags: Hat, Sunglasses

SAVE 20% "E" LOGO EARRINGS AND NECKLACE!

Read More
SKU: E001
Price: $11.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals

EPILEPSY AWARENESS PURPLE RIBBON
HEART CHARM NECKLACE AND EARRING COMBO PACK

Epilepsy Awareness Heart Shaped Pruple Ribbon Combo Pack

Read More
SKU: CBP301
Price: $19.90 $14.95
Categories:

Accessories, Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Jewelry, Special Combo Deals
Tags: combo pack, deal, earrings, Epilepsy Awareness, Jewelry, Necklace, specials
TOYS

PURPLE SUPER HERO CAPE

Read More
SKU: K001
Price: $7.95
Categories: Accessories, Apparel, Epilepsy Awareness, Toys
Tag: Epilepsy Awareness

MEET “EPILEPSY” OUR PURPLE ‘EPILEPSY STINKS’ SKUNK PLUSH

Read More
SKU: T001
Price: $8.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Toys
Tags: Epilepsy, Plush, Seizure Monster, Toy

"ONE EYED PURPLE SEIZURE EATER" SAYS ‘CURE EPILEPSY’

Read More
SKU: T002
Price: $5.95
Categories: Epilepsy Awareness, Featured, Toys
Tags: Epilepsy, Plush, Seizure Monster, Toy